**MAUI: Diving & Snorkeling**

**HONOLUA BAY**
A short walk through tropical flora ends at this pristine bay, a conservation district loaded with tropical fish. Reefs and coral hug the edge of the bay.

**PU'U KEKA'A (BLACK ROCK)**
A legendary lava promontory is an easy snorkel spot if you're staying in Ka'anapali. Look for tropical fish, coral and the occasional green sea turtle. Strong swimmers may find more fish in the cove at the tip of the rock.

**OLOWALU**
Check out the shallow coral reef here if you're driving toward Lahaina from the airport and just can't wait to look for fish.

**MAUI OCEAN CENTER**
Drop into the 750,000-gallon ocean tank at this oceanside aquarium for an inside dive with reef sharks and hammerheads.

**MOLOKINI CRATER**
Hop aboard a boat for a snorkel or dive trip to this crescent-shaped volcanic rim, a marine conservation district. Boats fill the inner rim in the morning, when visibility is best. Experienced divers also like to explore the back wall.

**MAKENA BAY**
Paddle out into the bay in a kayak then hop overboard to snorkel past colorful fish and green sea turtles. There's even an underwater arch to ogle. Scan for whales in winter. Also a popular spot for shore dives.

**'AHIIHI KINA'U NATURAL RESERVE**
Fishing is prohibited in this natural reserve near the edge of an old lava flow, so there are fish aplenty. The secret is out, however, and this remote spot can now see 500 snorkelers per day. Arrive early and enter the water at the fish sign. It's a good spot to look for rainbow parrot fish.

**PU'U KEKA'A**
A short walk through tropical flora ends at this pristine bay, a conservation district loaded with tropical fish. Reefs and coral hug the edge of the bay.

**CATHEDRALS**
Ride a boat to the south shores of Lana'i for fantastic diving. Kick through grottoes and swoosh through a short tube. Look for sharks, turtles and tropical fish.

**MALU'AKA BEACH**
Dubbed Turtle Town, this is the place to come if you'd like to glide beside honu, Maui's beloved green sea turtles. Remember, look but don't touch. Fantastic coral is about 100 yards out – head south.